Art Hotels

A new breed of hotels is emerging. Being
hailed as the Art Hotel, art is going beyond
mere decoration in hotel interiors to
redefine the traditional hotel experience in
provocative ways. Art Hotels showcases 30
hotels from around the world which have
artistically-recreated public and private
spaces including their bedrooms, lobbies,
and restaurants. These hotels are
reclaiming a spirit of authenticity and
playfulness, revealing the tastes of a new
generation of travellers seeking hotels with
character and soul. From the range of art
works in the hotel, to theatrical in-room
installations,
to
unconventional
furnishings, art hotels present expressive
and individualistic spaces which create
encounters with art. Art Hotels will appeal
to artists, designers and art loving public
with its selection of art hotels, and will be
an invaluable resource for hoteliers seeking
to create engaging and exciting new spaces
for their own hotels.

Some hotels have art worthy of museums, and some museums are works of art themselves. Here are 20 hotels around
the world that double as 5 of the worlds best art hotels. The Silo Hotel, South Africa. The Granary Cafe at The Silo
Hotel, V & A Waterfront, Cape Town, South Africa. Dolder Grand Hotel, Switzerland. Chedi Club Tanah Gajah, Bali.
El Casco Art Hotel, Argentina. The Henry Jones Art Hotel, Tasmania.One of our best sellers in Rotterdam! ART Hotel
Rotterdam is situated in a building with a view of the harbour and the skyline of Rotterdam. Stay in one of theThe 4-star
Mercure Hotel Art Leipzig, close to the old town, has 72 air-conditioned rooms with free Wifi and a meeting room for
your events. Book online!Le Palais Art Hotel Prague offers 72 elegant rooms and suites, spa and wellness, conference
venues and fine dining restaurant Artista.Hotels near North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh on TripAdvisor: Find
15238 traveler reviews, 7505 candid photos, and prices for 30 hotels near NorthInntel Hotels Art Eindhoven is a 4-star
art hotel, located in the centre of Eindhoven. A large number of the unique rooms and suites are located in theLocated in
Asahikawa, 10 km from Asahiyama Zoo, Art Hotel Asahikawa The hotel has 3 dining options, and is a 5-minute drive
from Asahikawa Train Station. Everything is located within a walking distance from our hotel. You can forget to take
the automobile, comfortably parked in our private garage,The Autograph Collection by Marriott features unique and
historic hotels in Sarasota. Stay at the Art Ovation Hotel, Autograph Collection for a truly unique These creative hotels
make art as integral to the guests experience as a bed and a wake-up call. Here are the 10 best art hotels around
theBologna Art Hotels is an exclusive brand which consists of three refined hotels-de-charme situated in the Historic
Centre of Bologna. Guests can take advantage
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